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Abstract: Elastic tapping is the procedure of extraction of latex from elastic trees. Elastic 
tree tapping is viewed as an aptitude arranged occupation. During the tapping procedure, 
the decrease needs to make a descending half winding entry point on the tree rind to 
remove the white smooth fluid called latex. On a normal day, an elastic tapper needs to tap 
around 500 to 800 elastic trees physically with a tapping device inside a predefined time. 
Accessibility of gifted workers who could achieve this mammoth undertaking is getting 
rare as days cruise by. Despite the fact that shabby untalented work is accessible, without 
fitting time and preparing they would wind up harming the tree. The robotized elastic 
decreasing machine structured here would swap the physical work required for the tapping 
procedure. Likewise with a clock highlight to control the planning of the tapping 
procedure, higher yield of elastic latex could be acquired.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Regular elastic is an elastomer that was initially gotten from latex, a smooth colloid delivered 
from certain plants. The plants would be „tapped‟, that is, an entry point is made into the bark 
of the tree. A sticky, milk hued latex sap is gathered. This is refined into usable elastic. The 
purged type of normal elastic is concoction polyisoprene, which can likewise be delivered 
artificially[1]. Characteristic elastic is utilized widely in numerous applications and items, as 
is manufactured elastic. It is regularly stretchy and adaptable and very waterproof. It is 
utilized for making incalculable articles running from footwear, sports products, pads, 
protecting material for links, and pencil erasers to levels and cylinders. Therefore, in a 
roundabout way, elastic aides in advancing the arrangement of present day transport and 
correspondence. The elastic tree develops in tropical atmospheres and is developed in 
numerous nations. Asia has kept on ruling the world supply of regular elastic, averaging over 
90% of all out world creation.  

Over portion of the elastic utilized today is engineered, yet a few million tons of normal 
elastic are still delivered every year, is as yet fundamental for certain businesses, including 
car and military. What's more, common elastic presently discovers broad use in soil 
adjustment, in vibration ingestion and in street making. An assortment of regular elastic 
based building items are produced for use in these fields. Positive temperature for developing 
elastic trees ought to be around 27°C and ought to never fall underneath 22°C[2].  

The fundamental yield from elastic ranch is latex, which is reaped by the tapping procedure. 
A few hours subsequent to tapping, the latex gathered in the cup is moved to a perfect basin. 
Around 70-80 percent of the yield from an elastic ranch is as latex. The latex which gets 
hardened in the tapping board and the gathering cups likewise structure some portion of the 
yield and are gathered by the tapper in a bushel only before tapping. The latex split as well as 
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flooded to the ground (earth scrap) when gets evaporated is likewise gathered as scrap once 
in a month. These are all things considered called coagulum. Contrasting with different yields 
elastic does not require much water. It tends to be developed where there is a shortage of 
water and it is an appropriate ranch crop for sloping locale. There is an interest for elastic 
items constantly, along these lines there will be an unfaltering business sector cost for the 
elastic latex[3].  

2. OBJECTIVES 

Elastic tapping is the procedure of extraction of latex from elastic trees. Every night the 
elastic tapper must evacuate a flimsy layer of bark along a descending half winding on the 
tree trunk. Whenever done cautiously and with ability, this tapping board will yield latex for 
as long as five years. Later the contrary side will be tapped, enabling this side to recuperate 
over.  

The winding enables the latex to once-over to a gathering cup. The work is done around 
evening time or in the early morning before the day‟s temperature raises, so the latex will 
trickle longer before coagulating and fixing the cut. Contingent upon the last item, extra 
synthetic compounds can be added to the latex cup to save the latex longer. The tapping 
activity is still completed physically and requires gifted work[4].  

The elastic grower are confronting a genuine lack of tappers. In the coming future, the world 
is going to confront an extraordinary deficiency in accessibility in gifted works. 
Contemplating these issues builds all around the globe are attempting to create elective ways 
for the tapping procedure. Yet, till date a whole lot of nothing configuration has been raised, 
tapping segment is still on the equivalent conventional way. Subsequent to reading the 
different situations for elastic tapping and alluding about the different circumstances of 
tapping and other required information, we have concocted a plan for elastic drill. This can 
help even the incompetent ones to do tapping activity and expected to roll out a progressive 
improvement in the field of tapping[5]–[7].  

3. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

A mechanical model is arranged such a way, that it plays out the procedure consequently. 
There are for the most part two help structures, vertical bars and roundabout poles with 
outfitted teeth, which are utilized to hold the whole gadget arrangement on the elastic tree. 
Those are fixed to the tree utilizing the belt. Two dc engines are utilized to give two 
dimensional developments to the tapping edge. The situation of the tapping cutting edge is 
unequivocally constrained by the dc engines driven by the microcontroller[8].  

The power supply utilized here is 12V DC. The transfer board is utilized here to drive the 2 
DC engines. Four transfers are utilized in an extension arrangement to control the speed and 
the bearing of the 2 DC engines. The transfer is controlled with 5V sign and needs a supply 
of 12V. Two DC engines are utilized for vertical and level development of the decreasing 
sharp edge. The level development is constrained by an outfitted DC engine which has a 
60rpm drive and a base engine drive of 6000rpm. The vertical engine has a 200rpm drive and 
a base engine drive of 10000rpm[9].  

A continuous clock module is utilized for time keeping. Likewise, to set the ideal time to start 
the working of the tapper. Arduino Uno R3 is a microcontroller board dependent on 
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ATmega328. It has 14 computerized input/yield pins, 6 simple data sources, a 16 MHz clay 
resonator, a USB association, a power jack, and a reset catch. It contains everything expected 
to help the microcontroller. The Arduino is modified for the development of the vertical and 
flat engines, which thusly controls the development of the decreasing cutting edge. The 
breaking point switch denotes the beginning and the closure point for the cutting edge 
development.  

Apparatus Requirements:  

Arduino UNO R3 (Atmega328), Relay Board, DC Geared Motors, RTC, Limit Switches, 
Tapering Blade, Power Supply.  

Programming Requirements:  

Arduino IDE for programming the Arduino, Creo Pro 3D CAD programming for the 
mechanical edge structure.  

Arduino UNO R3 (Atmega328)  

Arduino Uno R3 is a microcontroller board dependent on ATmega328. It has 14 
computerized input/yield pins, 6 simple data sources, a 16Mhz fired resonator, a USB 
association, a power jack, and a reset catch. It contains everything expected to help the 
microcontroller. The Arduino is modified for the development of the vertical and level 
engines, which thusly controls the development of the decreasing cutting edge.  

Relay Board  

The hand-off board is utilized here to drive the 2 DC engines. Four transfers are utilized in an 
extension arrangement to control the speed and the course of the 2 DC engines. The hand-off 
is controlled with 5V sign and needs a supply of 12V.  

Vertical Motor  

The vertical engine has a 200rpm drive and a base engine drive of 10000rpm.This is utilized 
for the vertical movement of the cutting edge.  

Flat Motor  

The flat development is constrained by an outfitted DC engine which has a 60rpm drive and a 
base engine drive of 6000rpm. This is utilized for the even movement of the cutting edge.  

RTC 

A constant clock module is utilized for time keeping. Likewise, to set the ideal time to start 
the working of the tapper.  

Farthest point Switch  

The cutoff switch denotes the beginning and the completion point for the sharp edge 
development.  

Power Supply  

The power supply utilized here is 12V DC. It is utilized for the correct working of Arduino 
UNO R3 (Atmega328) and Relay Board.  
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Schematic of the Mechanical Model  

The schematic model comprises of  

 

Motor arrangement for Vertical and level development engines.  

 Spur gears  
 Threaded Lead Screw  
 Ball screw  
 Tapping cutting edge  
 Blade alteration bar  
 Supporting bars  

The whole set up of the robotized elastic decreasing machine is mounted on the elastic tree 
with the assistance of supporting bars and is affixed by a belt. There are 2 prod apparatuses 
utilized with a bigger distance across that encases the tree. This goes about as a way for the 
flat development of the engine cutting edge. The vertical development utilizes a strung lead 
screw with guide ways which is utilized for the vertical development of the sharp edge. There 
is additionally a cutting edge change pole that is utilized to alter the purpose of contact of the 
sharp edge with the tree trunk[10].  

4. CONCLUSION 

At present the Agricultural part is confronting a deficiency of physical work than some other 
areas on the planet. As agriculturists structure the foundation of our country, it is of most 
extreme significance that legitimate instruments be provided to them to conquer any 
deterrents that they face. The main answer for this is the use of monetarily adjusted 
innovation in those regions. The "Robotized Rubber Tapering Machine" planned here is one 
such utilization of innovation in the field of elastic tapping where it requires exceptionally 
talented elastic tapper. It streamlines and robotizes the entire procedure of elastic tapping. 
The gadget is more solid than manual specialists. The measure of latex gathered during the 
tapping procedure done utilizing the gadget will be more than the tapping done traditionally. 
The model created here would be an achievement for further innovative work in the field of 
elastic tapping. The following cycle of the gadget would be intended to make it light weight, 
monetarily plausible for execution on enormous scale in elastic ranches and to cause it to 
persevere through the natural states of the homestead to keep going long 
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